iDA

About Us
Are you repeatedly keying in
the same data in multiple
agency systems? Time
consuming, prone to errors,
monotonous, tiresome??
iDA can help!

Why iDA
iDA interacts with
applications mimicking
human actions; iDA can
open attachments, complete
forms, capture and re-key
data, update systems and
generate quotes..
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EnsurTek’s primary focus is to
provide a solution to the ageold question in the insurance
industry,

"How do we increase
efficiency?"

The answer is what Ensurtek
promises to deliver with its
products.

Is iDA safe?
iDA solutions offer the highest
levels of security and privacy,
including multi-layered
authentication and
authorisation, encryption and
complete auditability.
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Benefits of iDA
Increased Efficiency
Error Reduction
Employee Satisfaction
Improved Data Quality
Cost Reduction
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Usual

With iDA

Brokers | Off-shore team enters the customer
information
in multiple systems to generate quotes

Client enters risk information via online web
form, broker validates the information & clicks
submit to get multiple quotes

Brokers manually get renewal information, draft Automatic pre-renewals in advance & mailed to
e-mails and send it to clients. Broker has to
clients. Renew automatically if policy conditions
manually renew on due date.
remain unchanged.
Brokers manually enters the premium
information to their system

iDA reads premium information from the bound
policy and enters the information to any system

Call center staff needs to log into multiple
systems
to respond to customer queries

iDA can get client information from multiple
systems and provide to the call centre staff
seamlessly reducing query time

Account receivables & follow-up are done
manually

Automate account receivables & follow-up.

Manually enter Invoice data into systems, wait
for
approvals & process payments

iDA can download invoice, read, upload or copy
the information to the accounting system,
waiting for the authorised person's approval for
payment processing

Clients call & lodge insurance claims

Clients can enter the Claims information
On-Line with AI-Chatbot's assistance
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